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Effective Teamwork



"Teamwork is the ability to work
together toward a common vision, the
ability to direct individual
accomplishments toward organizational
objectives. It is the fuel that allows
common people to attain uncommon
results." 
 Andrew Carnegie



MULTICULTURAL BACKGROUNDS
Develop innovative ideas 
USING DESIGN THINKING 

work in team
generate ideas
create prototypes
present the solutions

Context :

 
During this time the participants :

International Jam Session



USER DEFINE IDEA PROTOTYPE

Tool creation method 

Participant of
International Jam

HOW TO EXPLAIN DESIGN ?

COMBINE FORMS AND PICTURES

TESTING POTENTIAL OPTION



Progress 



R|R

Color chart
change



Tool kit

Honnêteté et
Intégrité

Innovation et
Durabilité



3 Day process

DAY 1

Welcome game (10 min)
What is design ? (10-15 min)

Ideation phase (3h55)
 Collage to generate ideas
 Grouping the ideas
 Generate Problematic
Concept generation 
Collage
Criteria cards
Template card
 Prototype generation template
 First mute presentation

Morning :

Afternoon:

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

DAY 2 DAY 3

Class by expert (30 min)
Workshop tour (3h)

 Filling Prototype template
Prototyping and test phase

Morning :

Afternoon:

in workshop (4h)

Finish prototype (1h)

Prepare presentation (2h)
 Hand made poster

Presentation of the project
(10 min)
Cleaning (1h 30)

Morning :

1.

Afternoon:



Objective:

to understand one another by

identifying their problem solving skill by

answering the answer

Welcome Game

10 minutes

3 - 6 peoples



WELCOME GAME

DURATION: 10 MINS



Rules:

Generation ideas: 45 minutes

Grouping the ideas: 20 minutes.

Analyze the idea : 10 minutes

Feedback time: 10 minutes

Create idea as much as possible within the time



Inclusion
explanations

Pass through
different steps

Englis / Spanish
Portuges & English



Objective:

to introduce the design ecosystem that

focusing the user needs which is

reflected in the process of how the

designer solve the problem and the

consideration to evaluate the solution

before helping the participants in the

workshop

What's Design ?

30 minutes

Flip book 



R|R

Design
Process

Flyer
presentation



EMPATHY
PHASE

Empathy map 
& persona cards



To help the participants to empathize

with the target audience and see

things from their perspective and have

better understanding about their

needs, behaviors, and motivations.

Create Character

45 minutes

3 - 6 peoples

Cards &

Empathy map

Post- it

Pen

EMPHATY PHASE



Create Character
EMPHATY PHASE

TOOLS IDENTITY SYMBOL CARDS (20)
DURATION: 35 MINS
Group (5)

Gender (3)

Object (12)



Objective: 

To explore different perspectives,

generate creative ideas, and develop

solutions for specific problems.

Idea Generation

1h 25 minutes

3 - 6 people

Post- it

 Pen



IDEATION
PHASE

Why ? board &
ideation cards



3 Day process

DAY 1

Welcome game (10 min)
What is design ? (10-15 min)

Ideation phase (3h55)
 Collage to generate ideas
 Grouping the ideas
 Generate Problematic
Concept generation 
Collage
Criteria cards
Template card
 Prototype generation template
 First mute presentation

Morning :

Afternoon:

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

DAY 2 DAY 3

Class by expert (30 min)
Workshop tour (3h)

 Filling Prototype template
Prototyping and test phase

Morning :

Afternoon:

in workshop (4h)

Finish prototype (1h)

Prepare presentation (2h)
 Hand made poster

Presentation of the project
(10 min)
Cleaning (1h 30)

Morning :

1.

Afternoon:



CLASS BY EXPERT

Issue and Stakes : 1 Person representing the groupe
Ecological / Social / Politic   

& Economic 

Technical aspect : Workshop tour
All of the team

How to make a prototype ?

&



Objective: 

creating a physical representation of

the potential solution that was

generated in the previous phase that

can be used for testing and refinement.

Prototype

5 hours

3 - 6 people

Figma / Wood / Paper

/ Fimo paste …



Prototype &
render
phase

Story board
A3 Cheklist for

Presentation
Poster



To folow
basic steps

Chek list

Big question
reminder



Finish the prototype
and prepare the presentation

Prepare pitch & 
Hand made poster

Prototype



3 Day process

DAY 1

Welcome game (10 min)
What is design ? (10-15 min)

Ideation phase (3h55)
 Collage to generate ideas
 Grouping the ideas
 Generate Problematic
Concept generation 
Collage
Criteria cards
Template card
 Prototype generation template
 First mute presentation

Morning :

Afternoon:

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

DAY 2 DAY 3

Class by expert (30 min)
Workshop tour (3h)

 Filling Prototype template
Prototyping and test phase

Morning :

Afternoon:

in workshop (4h)

Finish prototype (1h)

Prepare presentation (2h)
 Hand made poster

Presentation of the project
(10 min)
Cleaning (1h 30)

Morning :

1.

Afternoon:



Evaluate
the idea

through the designer
perspective

Achieve Inclusivity
Sustainability &
Functionality 



Learning how to make a support for a methological tool to work

with people : potential user or coworker from another field

Learning different communication skills & how to help people

generate ideas without drawing

Learning to compromise and to explain ideas in different way to

help people understand our point of view

Feed back


